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Abstract 

For the first hme a search for dark matter with lsotoplcally ennched matenal IS done, by using the Ge detectors of the 
Heidelberg-Moscow expenment A measunng hme of 165 6 kg d IS used to set hmlts on the spin-independent cross section 
of weakly mteractmg massive parttcles (WIMPS) A background level of 0 102&O 005 events/(kg.d keV) was achieved 
(average value between 11 keV and 30 keV) It was posstble to extend the exclusion range for Dtrac neutnno masses up to 
4lTeV 

1. Introduction 

The observed dynamics of visible matter implies, 

that there 1s a large amount of yet unobserved matter 
rn the Universe. R > L& > fiturn; where n IS the ra- 
tto of total density to critical density, fit,= corresponds 
to the baryomc density, extractable from early nucle- 
osynthesrs to be 0.01 5 fibar 5 0 1 (see, e g [ 11) and 
&, to the density of the vrsrble matter in the Um- 
verse (for recent reviews on dark matter see [2,3] ). 
The flat rotation curves of galaxies lead to the assump- 
tion, that possibly more than 90% of a galaxy’s mass 
is present in the form of a dark halo, embedding the 
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vtsrble part. Thts IS con&med by the observed dynam- 
ics of binary galaxies, polar-ring galaxies and com- 
panions of galaxies, such as globular clusters or dwarf 
galaxies. Support for the existence of dark matter on 
even larger scales comes from mass estimations of 
galaxy clusters with the help of the virtal theorem and 
the observed X-rays from gas in some clusters. The 
IRAS redshift survey (e g. [ 41) indicates a value of 
!2 near one, implymg a huge amount of non-baryonic 
dark matter at large scales. 

There are many proposals concerning the nature of 
dark matter The dark halo of the galaxies may consist 
of baryomc matter, e.g. massive compact halo ObJects 
(MACHOs), such as black holes or brown dwarfs 
Possible candidates for MACHOs have been found 
recently (for references see [ 61) However, a lot of 
non-baryomc dark matter in the form of elementary 
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particles is needed if 0 IS assumed to be unity pos- 
sible candidates are light neutrmos, with masses m 

the eV range, or “weakly mteractmg massive partl- 
cles” (WIMPS), with masses from a few GeV up to 
some TeV Among them are massive Dlrac neutrinos 
or the lightest supersymmetnc partzle (LSP) (see, 
e g , [ 71) MIxed dark matter models basmg on re- 
sent COBE results favour 30% of hot and 70% of cold 

dark matter ( [ 51) 
One possible expenmental method to investigate 

WIMPS 1s given by semiconductor detectors While 
the Earth 1s movmg through the dark halo of the 
Galaxy, some WIMPS ~111 scatter with the nuclei of 

the detector, glvmg a small but detectable iomsation 
Smce the cross section 1s m the range of the weak 
mteraction, the expected event rates are of the or- 
der 1 event/kg day keV, and a detector with very low 
background actlvlty 1s needed Dependmg on the na- 
ture of the partuzles (MaJorana/Dlrac) and the detec- 
tor material used, the scattering 1s either mainly spin- 

dependent (s d , glvmg gs d cx J( J + 1) with J de- 
noting the spm of the nuclei m the detector) or spm- 

independent (s 1 ) In the latter case, the cross section 
could be enhanced if the scattering is coherent over 
the nucleus: us’ = acoh IX N2, with N the number 
of neutrons [ 81. For some particles both interactions 
may be possible e.g for certam regions of the param- 
eter space of the hghtest supersymmetnc particle, a 
scalar part m its mteractlon 1s possible [ 71 Therefore 
spmless target nuclei (as 76Ge) can set useful hrmts, 
too 

The typical reccul energy Erec of the nucleus m the 

detector reaches up to lo-100 keV, depending on the 
mass of the WIMP However, a major part of this en- 
ergy goes mto thermal excitations and only a small 
fraction IS converted mto lomsation, glvmg an eqmva- 
lent electromc energy E,, For Ge, the relative lomsa- 
tion efficiency 1s only 25-30%, compared to an elec- 
tron of the same energy Therefore a sufficiently low 
detector threshold of < 10 keV IS requested This gets 
more Important for WIMP masses < 100 GeV, as their 
recoil spectra are expected to decrease very steeply 
with recoil energy (see Fig 1) . 

The present exclusion lumts from direct expert- 
ments have been set by Ge [9-121 and Si sermcon- 
ductors [ 131, both with natural lsotoplc composmon, 
and for mamly s d mteractmg WIMPS by NaI scmtll- 
lators [ 14-161 Usmg detectors of enrlched 76Ge has 

Fig 1 Low-energy spectrum of the second ennched detector cor- 
responchng to 165 6 kg d Error bars denote 90% confidence level 

The background countmg rate m the energy range from 11 keV to 

30 keV was determined to be 0 102&O 005 events/kg d keV Also 

shown are the expected recml spectra of Dlrac neutrinos with 26 

GeV (dashed hne) and 4 7 TeV (sohd hne), respectively 

advantages compared to those with natural isotopic 
composition First, because of the depletion of 70Ge 
by a factor of about 1000 the cosmogenic production 
of 68Ge 1s suppressed and corresponclmgly the back- 
ground 1s reduced (cosmogemcs are produced by re- 
actions of cosmic-ray particles with Ge nuclei of the 

detector, while the detector IS not stored underground). 
Second, one expects a higher countmg rate of spm- 
independently interacting WIMPS, since the coherent 
cross-section scales with the square of the neutron 
number N With the Heidelberg-Moscow experiment, 
for the first time It was possible to use an enriched Ge 
detector to set hnuts on the coherent cross-se&on of 
spin-independently mteractmg WIMPS 

2. The Heidelberg-Moscow experiment 

Searchmg for the neutnnoless double-beta decay 
of 76Ge, the enriched detectors of the Heidelberg- 
Moscow experiment [ 171 are located m the Gran 
Sasso underground laboratory of the INFN m Italy 
(recent results on Ovpp, 2v@, the double-beta decay 
mode accompanied by majoron ermsSion (Ovx/?,@ 
and electron decay can be found m [ 17-201) The 
shieldmg of the surroundmg rock corresponds to 
3500 m we , reducing the cosrmc muon flux by a 
factor of z lo6 In order to shield the external ra- 
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dioactivity, the detectors are mounted m a passive lead 
shielding* the 10 cm inner layer of ultra-low-activity 
lead (Johnson-Matthey LC2 Grade) is followed by 
another 20 cm layer of Boliden lead The whole 
shielding is covered by an airtight box, flushed with 
nitrogen gas to remove the au and therefore radon At 
present 3 enriched detectors with a total active mass 
of 6 kg and an isotopical abundance of 86% 76Ge 
(7.8% natural abundance) are operated m the Gran 
Sasso. The active mass was determmed with the help 
of the Monte Carlo code GEANT3 (version 3 14) 
and was checked experimentally with an x-y scan of 
the detectors using colhmated y sources 

3. Data reduction 

In order to search for WIMPS as dark matter parti- 
cles, a spectrum taken with the second enriched detec- 
tor was used. A comcidence of two Constant Fraction 
Discrmnnators (CFD), which get their signal from 
two amplifiers with different time constants, was used 
to reduce the electronic noise, and to suppress mcro- 
phonic events. With this setup a threshold of 11 keV 
for the second enriched detector was achieved (the 
thresholds of the other detectors are still higher) This 
threshold is somewhat higher than those achieved by 
other HP Ge detectors lookmg for WIMPS (between 
2 and 4 keV, as reported m [ lo-121 ), which is partly 
due to the larger detector size. However, the external 

disturbances due to microphonics and electronic noise 
are still dominating the background m the region of 
interest, which is a common problem of low-level Ge 
detectors, operating at thresholds of a few keV (see 
e g [ lo,21 ] ) . These events do not appear evenly dis- 
tributed m time, but withm bursts of typical a few 

hours duration and with an excess m the counting rate 
of l-2 orders of magnitude These bursts occur e.g. 
when the detectors have been filled, resultmg from 
the releases of thermal stresses m the cryostat system. 
Between these bursts, the counting rate of the second 
enriched detector m the energy range from 10 keV to 
100 keV was at a level of a few events per hour. To 
remove the disturbed periods, a time filtering method 
was used the data taking period between April 1992 
and August 1992 was divided into equal time mter- 
vals of lh. For each interval N, the number of events 
between threshold and 100 keV, was determmed The 

N 

Fig 2 Dlsmbuhon of N, the number of events between 11 keV 
and 100 keV m lh, which was determmed for all 2109 lh-spectra 
The dlsturbed 1 h-spectra (N 2 8) are clearly separated from the 
undisturbed (N < 8) The Included figure shows the dlstnbutlon 
n(N) of N (datapomts with error bars) together with the fitted 
polsson dlsmbutlon (sohd hne, glvmg A, = 0 69 as parameter 
of the dtsmbutlon), from which a cutoff value of NCUt = 6 was 
determined Less than 0 01% of the undisturbed lh-spectra are 
removed accldentally this way 

distribution n(N) of N clearly shows the disturbed 

lh-spectra (N > 8) bemg separated from the undis- 
turbed N 5 8 m the logarithmic presentation of Fig. 2. 
The included figure shows the distribution for N 5 8 
and the fitted poisson distribution, implying a cutoff 
at N,,, = 6 (reJectmg all lh-spectra with 6 or more 
events in the considered energy range). This cut was 

determined with the restriction to reject << 1 of the 
poisson distributed lh-mtervals. 1441 out of 2109 lh- 
spectra have been added, correspondmg to 165.6 kg d 
measuring time The resultmg low-energy spectrum is 
shown m Fig 1 The background counting rate of this 
spectrum m the region of interest ( 11 keV to 30 keV) 
was determined to be 0.102&O 005 events/kg.d.keV, 
which is by a factor of -5 better than that of other 
dedicated dark matter experiments with Ge detectors 
m this energy range 

The energy calibration was determined by routme- 
measurements, using 6oCo and ***Th sources, giving 
several y-lines between 238 keV and 2.6 MeV. The 
lines seen in the spectrum of the detector provide a 
cross check of our energy calibration. Unfortunately 
no line is seen m the measured spectrum below 100 
keV, the lowest y-lme energy at 122 keV is resulting 
from the decay of 57Co To check the calibration m 
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the low-energy region we had to use a pulser system 
Low-energetic y- or X-ray lmes cannot be used due 

to the thickness of the cryostat system (several mm 
of copper). The error m the zero shift was determmed 
to be 5 0 6 keV, but to be conservative, the whole 
spectrum was shifted by this value to higher energies 
It should be pomted out that this uncertainty m the 
energy calibration of the low-energy spectrum sigmfi- 
cantly affects only the exclusion limits of WIMPS with 

masses below some lo2 GeV. The exclusion plot for 
larger masses IS insensitive to errors m the energy cal- 
ibration, since the recoil spectra for these masses are 
flat 

4. Results 

Since 73Ge (the only stable Ge isotope with nonzero 

spm) is essentially absent (N 0.04 %) m the enriched 
76Ge detectors, only limits for s 1. (coherently) mter- 
actmg WIMPS are derived. spectra of WIMPS 

The predicted rate of recoils as a function of the 

recoil energy Erec is given by 

ha% 

dR 

zig-Cm s 
z IF(E,,,)[~ n(u)du 
r E(v) 

(1) 

where n(u) denotes the distribution of the WIMP ve- 
locities m the halo with respect to the Earth, Up,, is 
the minimal velocity of the WIMPS, giving the recoil 
energy of Erec by a central collision, and urnax is con- 
strained by the local galactic escape velocity E(u) = 

imv2 IS the kinetic energy of the WIMPS with mass 

m and velocity v r = & (T is the (coherent) 
elastic interaction cross section of the WIMP with the 
nucleus of mass M 

Since for coherently interactmg WIMPS the coher- 

ence IS more and more lost with increasing recoil en- 
ergy, a form factor according to [ 241 was introduced 
m (1) lF(q2> I2 = exp( -E,,,/Eo), I?,,, denoting the 
energy loss of the WIMP and EO the characteristic co- 
herence energy. EO = 3h/2MR2 (M, R2 are mass and 
the mean-square radius of the nucleus, EO ( 76Ge) =49.1 
keV) Thus approximation differs only very little from 
the results of detailed calculations for 76Ge, using the 
theory of finite fermi systems [ 251 

The recoil spectra are calculated under the assump- 
tion, that the whole density of the dark halo (&?nM = 

0 3 GeV/cm3 1221) consists of WIMPS with the con- 
sidered mass, following a Maxwell-Boltzmann veloc- 
ity distribution with u,,,,~ = 270 km/s cutoff at an es- 
cape velocity of uesc = 580 km/s. The distribution 
of the relative WIMP velocities was taken from Ref 

[ 23 I, using a value of ue = 245 km/s (average value 
from April to August) as the Earth’s velocity with re- 
spect to the halo Because of the relative motion of the 
Earth with respect to the dark halo, there should be an 

annual modulatton in the relative velocity distribution, 
and therefore m the recoil spectra, too 

Finally, the relative iomsation efficiency f( E,,) for 
76Ge was taken from Lindhard’s theory [ 261 with the 
parametensation mentioned m [ 21 The efficiencies 
given by Lmdhard’s theory had been confirmed for 
recoil energies down to 10 keV by several expenments. 
For a review see [ 271 and references therem 

In order to get exclusion limits for the cross-section, 

the same procedure as reported m [ lo] is used We 
calculate the rate of recoils as a function of the eqmv- 
alent electronic energy (E, = f( E,,) E,,) with the 

cross section u as free parameter. The resulting spec- 
tra are compared with the 90% upper count limits of 
each channel (assuming poisson distribution) This is 
done for the energy range between 11 keV and 30 keV 
The cross-section is varied until the calculated recoil 

spectrum rises over the 90% upper limits of 3 consecu- 
tive channels (~1 keV) of the measured spectrum No 
background model is subtracted, therefore the cross- 
section limits obtamed by this method can be consld- 
ered to be conservative. Fig 3a shows the excluded 
cross-sections as a function of the WIMP mass. The 

influence of the loss of coherence can clearly be seen 
when comparmg (a) (not corrected for loss of coher- 
ence) and (b) (corrected for loss of coherence) This 
effect is less important with lower thresholds. In or- 
der to compare our exclusion limits with the results 
obtamed with natural Ge detectors, we reanalyzed the 
spectra of [ 10,111, using our evaluation program and 
input parameters We were able to reproduce the result 
of [ 111. Ref. [ lo] we could reproduce withm a factor 
of 2-3. The exclusion plot of [lo] and the predicted 
cross-sections of Duac neutrinos Vo with a standard 
weak mteractron are also shown m Fig 3a. 

With the spectrum depicted m Fig 1 it is possible 

to improve the existmg limits on WIMP masses 2 50 
GeV and to extend the excluded Yo mass range up to 
4 7 TeV (90% CL) Since the threshold of the detector 
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90 Z CL excluded // 

// 

- He~delber@.foscon (a) I 

- - Heidelberg-Moscow (b)- 

lo-= 7 (a) 
- Neuchatel-PSI-Caltech 

- - - Dlrac-neutrmo 
I 1111,1,I ~,,,,,,I ,,,l, 

lo1 

WIh;oP mass [Ge”? 

J 
10’ 

Fig 3 a) Smuts for the scattermg cross-section of WIMPS off 76Ge from the Heidelberg-Moscow expenment WIMPS of a given mass with 

cross sechons u above the hnes labeled (a) and (b) are excluded as mam component of the dark halo For coherently mteractmg WIMPS 
the cross se&on has been corrected for loss of coherence (narrow dash-dotted hne, (b)) to be chrectly comparable to the theoretical 

cross sectlon Dlrac neutrmos (dashed hne) e g with masses between 26 GeV and 4 7 TeV are excluded Exclusion hnuts obtained by 
the Neuchi%el/PSI/Caltech expenment (using natural Ge) are represented by a wide dash-dotted line b) Exclusion plot for the density 

of coherently mteractmg neutral dark matter parbcles with a standard weak coupling, obtained by the Heidelberg-Moscow /3p expenment 

The honzontal hne at 0 3 GeV/cm3 represents the local density of the dark halo assumed m the data evaluation for Fig 2 

used ( 11 keV) 1s higher than those of other HP Ge 
detectors searchmg for Dark Matter (as reported m 
[ lo-121 ), and since the steeply falling recod spectra 
of WIMPS with smaller masses require low thresholds, 

no improvement of the limits for masses below -50 
GeV was achieved. 

Using the same evaluation method, a second exclu- 
sion plot was obtained by assummg the existence of 
neutral particles with a standard weak mteractlon (e g 
see Dlrac neutrino curve m Fig 3a) m the dark halo 
(Fig 3b) It 1s possible to exclude a density of heavy 

Dlrac neutrinos with masses mw above the solid line, 
since they would produce more events m the measured 
spectrum than observed 

5. Summary 

With the Heidelberg-Moscow /3/3 experiment using 
large detectors of lsotoplcally enriched 76Ge an lm- 
proved background level m the spectra above 11 keV 
was achieved in comparison to detectors using natu- 
ral Ge Due to the extremely low background, it was 
possible to improve the cross section limits for WIMP 
masses larger than 50 GeV, since the observation of 
the flat recoil spectra of these WIMPS requires a low 
background m the higher energy region rather than a 

low threshold One can expect a further improvement 
of the hmlts, d the threshold of the enriched detectors 
can be reduced by only a few keV. 
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